South Metropolitan (West Norwood) Cemetery
Principles, Policies and Procedures for the Reuse of Graves

August 2020
This document sets out Principles, Policies and Procedures for grave reuse at West Norwood Cemetery.
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PART 1: PRINCIPLES
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Terms of Reference

1.1.1

This document sets out principles, policies and procedures for grave reuse at the
South Metropolitan Cemetery. Throughout this document the cemetery will be
referred to using its informal title of West Norwood Cemetery. It is designed to be
read as part of a Funerary Plan, which sets out how the Cemeteries operate in more
general terms.

1.1.2

The London Borough of Lambeth (LBL) administers the day-to-day functions of the
cemetery whilst being held to account by the West Norwood Cemetery Scheme of
Management Committee (SoMC) and advised by the Management Advisory Group.
This document has been produced under the guidance of, and with the authority of,
the SoMC.

2.0

KEY PRINCIPLES FOR THE REUSE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE GRAVES

2.1

Key Principles

2.1.1

The key principles in respect of the reuse of public and private graves at West
Norwood Cemetery are:
a) reuse shall only take place where the last burial took place more than 75 years
ago;
b) there shall be no reuse of graves where records are such that there is
uncertainty as to whether they fully qualify;
c) reuse of public and private graves shall only take place where the procedures
set out in this document are followed in full, and where no objections to their
reuse have been received;
d) graves shall not be the subject of reuse where monuments or memorials are
listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
(‘Listed’);
e) where located in consecrated areas reuse will only take place as permitted in
accordance with a Faculty from the Consistory Court;
f)

in un-consecrated areas, reuse will only take place as permitted by, and fully in
accordance with, the provisions of legislation which is applicable at the time of
the proposed reuse;

g) there shall be no reuse of graves that fall under the jurisdiction of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission;
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h) graves within the St Mary-at-Hill section and graves within the enclosure under
the control of the Greek Orthodox church are excluded from any proposals for
re-use;
i)

graves that were illegally re-used prior to 1994 are excluded from any proposals
for re-use;

j)

graves that were designated for use for the interment of cremated remains prior
to 1994 are excluded from any proposals for re-use;

k) the Council shall treat all graves that were created prior to the 1965 conveyance
that are not excluded by a) to j) (in areas under consideration for reuse) as
having potentially been granted rights in perpetuity. As such, where seeking to
pursue reclamation or reuse the Council will seek to extinguish such rights under
the 1976 Act regardless of whether it can establish that such rights were
granted.

3.0

STRATEGY AND CONSERVATION PLANNING

3.1

Reuse and the Land Management Strategy

3.1.1

Section 23 of the terms of reference of the Scheme of Management 1997 (as
amended 2006) set out obligations as follows:
23. The Committee will ensure that the existing 19th century character of the
Cemetery is maintained, and that the Cemetery is managed in line with this
Scheme of Management and the Council's approved Land Management
Strategy, which aims to strike a balance between the need to:
(a) protect its heritage of fine memorials and tombs (including a number of
listed structures);
(b) preserve and enhance its character as a Conservation Area; and
(c) maintain the Cemetery for continuing burials and cremations subject to
paragraphs 15 to 19 in section C above.

3.1.2

This document is integral to the Land Management Strategy for the cemetery. The
observance of these reuse principles and policies, and the implementation of reuse
procedures shall be fully in accordance with the strategy.

3.1.3

The broad strategy for reuse in terms of which areas are deemed most suitable and
to be prioritised will have been considered and determined beforehand, informed by
an overall understanding of public/private status, consecration status, and age profile
of graves taking account of matters of significance highlighted within the Land
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Management Strategy. Consideration will also have been given to access (see
below) and memorial regulations (see below).

Public Graves
3.1.4

Public graves, of known age (and in areas where all graves are older than 75 years
old) and where generally free of memorials, are to be prioritised for reuse. Here a
completely new burial layout is superimposed over the old.

Private Graves
3.1.5

Areas of private graves where densely set with kerbset memorials shall be
considered for reuse. Comprehensive reuse of the whole of such an area (at a time
when all or nearly all of the graves within that area are old enough) is the preferred
approach for a number of reasons, as outlined in: Technical Guidance on the Re-use
and Reclamation of Graves in London Local Authority Cemeteries (LEDNET 2013).
If that comprehensive approach is not possible, reusing graves on a row by row
basis or in or clusters is to be favoured over a random opportunistic approach to
reuse. Such a random (scattergun) approach can give difficulties in terms of
achieving access and can reduce achievable reuse potential in the long term. In
densely set kerbset areas the precise pattern of selection of graves will be informed
largely by age profile of graves, how access can be achieved, and by what
memorials will be suitable and permitted after reuse.

3.1.6

Areas of private graves where there have previously been clearances of memorials,
and where access is consequently less of a constraint, or where layouts are highly
irregular, may also be prioritised for reuse alongside dense kerbset areas, subject to
careful assessment as set out below.
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PART 2:

POLICIES

4.0

LEGAL AND FACULTY

4.1

Legislative Framework

4.1.1

Legal considerations in respect of the reuse of graves relate to:


whether graves are public graves (for which no-one has purchased a right of
burial) or private graves (for which a right of burial has been purchased);



whether there any other contractual rights over the graves, relating to
maintenance, rights of interment, memorial rights, or other agreements made
between the Council and any other party;



Section 9 of The Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1976 (the ‘1976
Act’) (which provides for cancellation of private rights);



Section 74 of The London Local Authorities Act 2007 (the ‘2007 Act’) (which
provides for re-use of graves after cancellation of rights under the 1976 Act);



The South Metropolitan Cemetery Act of 1836 (under which the cemetery was
established);



Section 25 of the Burial Act of 1857 (as amended by the Church of England
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Measure 2014);



other Burial Acts;



whether or not the ground is consecrated;



the Open Spaces Act 1906;



any Consistory Court Rulings as may relate to consecrated parts of the
Cemetery, including those of 1994 and 2000;



any Faculty relating to specific graves or memorials.

Reclamation and Reuse
4.1.2

There is sometimes confusion and/or misunderstanding as to the different processes
and terminology involved.


Reclamation refers to burial into unused space (depth) in graves where the last
interment was at least 75 years prior to the new burial. Generally, this involves
the cancellation of private burial rights where previously held on those graves,
and removal of any memorial. Because of the limited depth over existing burials,
reclamation often involves only a single new burial per grave.



Reclamation is also used to refer to burial within private plots previously
purchased in advance where there has been no previous burial and where any
rights over that plot have been extinguished.
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Reclamation is also sometimes used to refer to burial over Public graves where
there is sufficient depth to conduct new burials without disturbance of existing
remains (usually because of an accumulation of topsoil that may have occurred
historically over Public graves).



Reuse involves the disturbance of remains and may take place in consecrated
public graves (under Faculty) or in a private grave under Faculty (where
consecrated) or under the 2007 Act (where not consecrated) after the
cancellation of any rights appertaining to that grave.

4.1.3

In some instances, it may be appropriate to cancel rights, offer burial, and reclaim a
grave but, due to ground or other conditions, not proceed to full reuse involving
disturbance.

4.1.4

Policies are set out below in italics and denoted P1, P2 etc.

4.2

Consecrated Areas:

P1

The consecration status of each individual grave shall be checked in the records
before proceeding.

P2

The only circumstance where a public grave can be reused is where it is situated in a
consecrated area and where reuse is with permission from the Consistory Court.

P3

Private graves located within consecrated land will only be reused by means of, and
subject to, consent under Faculty from the Consistory Court.

P4

Applications for reuse to the Consistory Court shall not include ‘blanket’
arrangements covering the whole or significant parts of the Cemetery and should
instead be made for defined and specific sections, or parts of sections of the
Cemetery.

4.3

Private Graves and Extinguishment of Rights

P5

The 1976 Act shall be used to cancel contractual rights prior to reclamation or reuse
in both consecrated and un-consecrated areas.

P6

Checks shall be made as to the existence, location, status and condition of graves
and available space as they exist on the ground prior to cancelling rights.

P7

The 1976 Act shall only be used strictly in accordance with the aims set out in
Section 23 of the terms of reference of the Scheme of Management 1997 (as
amended 2006); and must only be applied as required to deliver targeted reuse (and
shall not be used to extinguish rights on a widespread basis).
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P8

Checks shall be made of all pre-existing contractual rights relating to both the initial
purchase and subsequent transferrals of private graves, including checking whether
those rights were in perpetuity or otherwise.

P9

Checks shall be made for any maintenance or other agreements of private graves,
including checking whether those rights were in perpetuity or otherwise.

P10

Checks shall be made in respect of public graves to ascertain whether any “private”
rights may have been sold over graves.

4.4

Reuse and Disturbance of Remains
Reuse of Private Graves under Faculty – Consecrated Areas

P11

A process of ‘lift and deepen’ shall be employed for the reuse of graves in
consecrated areas subject to Consistory Court approval (in accord with the 1857 Act
(as amended). Faculty application for reuse should only be made after the minimum
notification period has elapsed and rights cancelled.

Reuse of Private Graves under section 74 of the 2007 Act
P12

A process of ‘lift and deepen’ shall be employed for the reuse of graves in unconsecrated areas in accordance with the 2007 Act (and subject to rights of
interment in private graves having been extinguished under the 1976 Act).
Public graves in non-consecrated land

P13

Reuse of public graves in non-consecrated land shall not take place.

5.0

NOTIFICATIONS AND OBJECTIONS

5.1

Notifications and Objections

5.1.1

The 1976 Act and the 2007 Act, and Faculty procedures require a system of
notification procedures. In addition to these formal procedures prior attempts shall be
made in advance of serving notices to trace and contact living relatives.

P14

Notification procedures in respect of the 1976 Act and the 2007 Act (as applicable),
shall have been followed in full prior to the cancellation of rights and prior to reuse
(respectively) in un-consecrated areas.

P15

Cancellation of rights under the 1976 Act and reuse under the 2007 Act shall only
progress subject to there being no outstanding objections from owners or heirs to
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exclusive rights of burial, or from registered owners of memorials, or from relatives to
those interred, or other objections, as prescribed by the Acts.

P16

Reuse further to a Faculty from the Consistory Court shall only progress subject to
all the notification procedures prescribed by the Faculty having been followed in full.

P17

Reuse further to a Faculty from the Consistory Court shall only progress subject to
there being no outstanding objections, and as prescribed by the Faculty.
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PART 3: PROCEDURES
6.0

OVERVIEW

6.1.1

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 set out an overview of the processes to be followed in
progressing reuse:

Figure 6.1: Overview of Procedures (Early Stages)
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Figure 6.2: Overview of Procedures (Late Stages)

7.0

EARLY STAGE PROCEDURES: RECORDS REVIEW AND PLANS

7.1

Stage 1: Searching and Transcribing Records, Setting out a Reuse Schedule
Approach

7.1.1

A thorough records review shall be conducted as set out below. Where there is any
uncertainty as to the identity and/or age of any grave on account of anomalies
between plans and records, or on account of difficulties in reading historic records,
then those graves shall not be proposed for reuse.
Schedule

7.1.2

Set out a Schedule of all the grave numbers in any given area under consideration.

7.1.3

Transcribe records for these graves held in the ‘Register of Graves’ and ‘Purchase
Registers’ and ‘Burial Register’ onto a schedule.

7.1.4

Investigate and correct anomalies where possible.

7.1.5

Exclude graves where anomalies cannot be resolved.

7.1.6

Refine to give a Reuse Schedule for the area under consideration.

7.2

Stage 2: Burial Plans, Draft Reuse Plan

7.2.1

Re-create/re-draft a digital version of the historic Burial Plans incorporating the areas
/sections considered. Show grave numbers clearly. (Plan 1 Draft Reuse Plan).
Where practicable for private graves show the family surname of the owner or last
interred.
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7.2.2

Where burial areas are irregular and/or complex in their physical nature, and/or have
been subject to widespread clearances, and/or include significant trees, use a
detailed topographic survey, overlaid over the historic burial plans, to recreate a
more accurate Draft Reuse Burial Plan.

7.3

Stage 3: Public/Private Consecration Boundary Checks
Public/Private

7.3.1

Identify and confirm from the Burial Register and Purchase Register (or Grave
Register) whether graves are Public or Private.

7.3.2

Check for private agreements that may have been made over public graves
including written agreements to “reserve” a public grave for future interment of
another family member, or more formal agreements for exclusive right of burial over
public graves, or informal/formal maintenance agreements made. Details of these
may have been entered into one or other in the registers.

7.3.3

Plot which historic graves are public (no rights, subject to 7.3.2) and which are
private (with exclusive burial rights).
Consecration Boundaries

7.3.4

Use either the Sentence of Consecration plan (available from the Dioceses) and/or
the individual register entries to confirm precisely which graves are consecrated.
Mark on the Plan. Exclude un-consecrated public graves from consideration for
reuse.

7.4

Stage 4: Listed Memorials and Other Significant Memorials
Listed Memorials, Other Significant Memorials

7.4.1

Check with the conservation officer from the planning authority which graves have
memorials which are Listed. Check if other graves/memorials have particular
significance on account of cultural/biographical/architectural significance as may be
identified in the Conservation Plan. Exclude all such graves from the scheme of
reuse/reclamation. Mark such graves/memorials on the plans and schedule
accordingly.
Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC)

7.4.2

Check with the CWGC (with reference to their latest casualty lists) making reference
to cemetery name, section and grave number. Exclude CWGC graves. Mark CWGC
graves on the plans and schedule accordingly. Consult with CWGC on the process.
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Graves previously Illegally Reused
7.4.3

Reference the schedule of illegally reused graves. Check and exclude any
previously illegally reused graves from the process. Mark these graves on the plans
and schedule accordingly.

7.5

Stage 5: Age Profiling

7.5.1

Review records and exclude all graves where the last interment took place less than
75 years prior to the date proposed for reuse. Identify as being too new both on the
Reuse Schedule and Reuse Plan. Where appropriate identify proposed timescale for
reuse/reclamation in the future.

7.6

Use of Digital Mapping System

7.6.1

If and when (in the future) a digital mapping system (GIS based) is employed, all
these details shall be capable of being included.

7.7

Site Survey and Recording

7.7.1

Check graves and memorials on site using the Re-Use Plan. Correct the plan where
any anomalies are found and show the correct position of existing graves (digital plans
are edited digitally to make these corrections).

7.7.2

Where there is uncertainty as to the identification of any given grave on the ground, or
where there appears insufficient space to accommodate it (or where it is simply not
located), it is not to be taken forward for re-use and shall marked as ‘not found’ on the
plans and schedule.

7.7.3

At the time of this site checking other records are to be made including:
 a photographic record of each aspect (side) of each monument;
 a photographic record of each inscriptions on of each monument;
 a written transcription of inscriptions (existing information from previous surveys on
microfiche can be used to assist in this).

7.7.4

Use the Part 1 of the Pro-forma Grave Data Sheets (included separately to this
document) to record all details appropriately.

7.7.5

Store all written and photographic memorial records digitally. These may be linked into
the digital management system, when that system is available (see Section 17.0).
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7.7.6

‘Graves in Need of Investigation’: Where remnants of brick lined graves are apparent
from the surface but the capacity of the lining to accommodate new burial without
substantial re-construction is unknown (on account of size or condition), these should
be identified as ‘In need of further investigation’ on the plans, and only progressed
after investigation.

7.7.7

Vaults: Where a grave is recorded as a vault or found to be of a fully constructed vault
construction (e.g. with concrete base) then reuse (by means of lift and deepen) shall
not proceed. If it is clear that a vault construction is present but that there may be
sufficient depth available to receive new burials (without disturbance) then it may be
proposed to be taken forward for reclamation. Additional site investigations may be
necessary to ascertain the nature of any vault

8.0

EARLY STAGE PROCEDURES: ON-SITE SURVEY AND CATEGORISATION

8.1

Stage 6: Site Survey and Categorisation

8.1.1

Broad areas for reuse will have been considered beforehand (section 3.0 above).

8.1.2

Survey and assess all graves and memorials in the proposed reuse areas. Use the
Draft Reuse Plan (Plan 1) and cross reference against entries in the burial/purchase/
grave register. Use of a digital spreadsheet (or GIS version) of the records will
greatly assist on site.

8.2

Categorisation and Prioritisation and Selection: Private Graves

8.2.1

For private grave areas make an on-site survey and assessment of graves and
categorise according to Table 1 below.

8.2.2

In certain areas where there have been past memorial clearances and numbers of
intermediate graves, only those graves the location of which can clearly be identified
or ascertained will be selected and proposed for reuse.

8.2.3

In other areas where graves are arranged with regular rows of kerbsets, selection
will be made on the basis of rows or clusters allowing for good access in the future.
Private Graves: Types

8.2.4

Graves A, B and C are graves without memorials, but which can be reliably located,
identifiable earthen graves or brick-lined graves missing original ledgers/memorials.
These will be the graves prioritised for reuse – please refer to Table 1 below for full
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descriptions of the grave types. Thereafter priority shall be given to graves where
memorials are substantially degraded with only certain parts being salvageable (D)
and graves with memorials of ordinary or commonplace character requiring
restoration (or replacement) (E). Memorials on Category E graves may be restored
or replaced subject to more detailed assessment. Where graves (A to E) are to have
new memorials, those will be in accordance with the applicable memorial
regulations.

Table 1

‘Potential’ Private Graves for Reuse Categories

A

Earthen grave that can be reliably located but where the original
memorial is entirely missing.

B

Below ground brick-lined grave entirely missing the original ledger
or memorial.

C

Above/below ground brick-lined grave with ledger/temporary
ledger but no memorial surviving.

D

Other grave with kerbset memorial so degraded and/or substantially
missing as to be capable only of salvage of its parts for repairs
(notably the salvage of stone landings and salvageable ledgers).

E

Grave with monolith/kerbsets/ledger/cope-stone or other memorial
of ordinary or commonplace character, which if retained would
require some restoration.

F

Grave with monolith/kerbsets/ledger/cope-stone or other memorial
of distinctive character which if retained would require substantial
restoration including new parts or features.

G

Grave with monolith of substantial size or of distinctive or special
character requiring some restoration.

H

Grave with kerbsets/ledger/cope-stone/tomb of substantial size or
of distinctive or special character requiring some restoration

8.2.5

Category F includes graves where the memorials are substantial or distinctive but in
poor condition and which it may not be viable to restore. Further assessments will be
made (below) to determine whether they are to be retained and restored during the
progress of reuse. Categories G and H are similarly substantive and/or distinctive
but largely intact and these graves shall only be reused subject to their memorials
being restored with new inscriptions (to the newly interred/custodian) added.

8.2.6

Graves not found (NF): where there is uncertainty as to the identification of any
given private grave on the ground, or where there is no memorial and there appears
insufficient space to accommodate it on the ground (or where it simply cannot be
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located), it is not to be taken forward for reuse and shall marked as ‘not found’ (NF)
on the plans and schedule.
8.2.7

‘Graves in Need of Investigation’ (NI): where from site inspection, from the records,
or other evidence, it appears that graves may have been brick-lined graves and the
capacity of the lining to accommodate new burial without substantial re-construction
is unknown (on account of its size or condition), these graves should be identified as
‘In need of further investigation’ on the plans, and only progressed after
investigation.

8.2.8

Vaults (NV): Where from site inspection, from the records, or other evidence, it
appears that graves include a fully constructed vault (i.e. fully enclosed by walls with
ledger and with a solid base) then reuse (by means of lift and deepen) shall not
proceed. If it is clear that a vault construction is present but that there may be
sufficient depth available to receive new burials (without disturbance) then it may be
proposed to be taken forward for reclamation. Additional site investigations may be
necessary to ascertain the nature of any vault. Mark graves as a potential Vault on
the plans (NV).
Site Survey and Assessment – Private Graves

8.2.9

In making assessments as to grave category, robust governance procedures shall
be in place. Only appropriately trained senior Cemetery staff shall make final
assessments.

8.2.10

For Grave types E, F, G and H assessment may be complicated and to some extent
subjective. An assessment will be required as to whether memorials can be
realistically economically and practically retained and restored (including such
techniques as restoration, reversal and re-inscription (RRR)) so as to preserve
special or distinctive character of individual memorials and/or the character of the
wider cemetery. A senior member of the Cemetery staff shall consider whether
further specialist advice is required.

8.2.11

For Grave types F, G and H further advice shall be sought from approved
stonemasons or conservators in respect of specification of memorial restoration,
approximate costs of restoration, access issues (section 9.0) and approaches to
adding inscriptions or RRR.
Site Survey and Assessment: Areas of Public Graves

8.2.12

Carry out a survey of public grave areas to check whether there are any marked
graves or memorials and identify any private burials which may have taken place in
the area either as intermediate graves or set on top of earlier public burials.
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Trees
8.2.13

At time of site survey, or in advance, identify any significant trees that may influence
reuse. This may require a tree survey to BS5837. Protect and retain any trees of
category A or B identified in such a survey.

8.3

Stage 7a: Reuse Burial Plan

8.3.1

Using the Draft Reuse Plan / Draft Reuse Burial Plan, reproduced for the historic
burial plans overlain and corrected by topographic survey as appropriate, and further
to the site survey above, set out a final Reuse Burial Plan with anomalies resolved,
and positions and numbering of existing graves shown correctly.

8.3.2

For private grave areas the Reuse Burial Plan will show the existing layout of
individual graves, highlighting which are proposed for reuse.

8.3.3

For areas of public graves, the plan will show the approximate outline of public
graves, adjacent areas of private graves, and the proposed new layout of graves.

8.4

Stage 8: Reuse Schedule

8.4.1

Develop the reuse schedule (Excel or GIS-based) to include all the register entries
and survey information above.

8.5

Stage 9.0: Detailed Recording

8.5.1

Either at the time of the survey work (above) or in a separate follow-on survey make
detailed records of memorials including:
 a photographic record of each aspect (side) of each monument;
 a photographic record of all inscriptions on each monument;
 a written transcription of inscriptions (existing information from previous surveys
on microfiche can be used to assist in this).

8.5.2

Use the Part 1 of the Pro-forma Grave Data Sheets (included separately to this
document) to record all details appropriately.

8.5.3

Store all written and photographic memorial records digitally. These may be linked
into the digital management system, when that system is available (see Section
17.0).
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9.0

ACCESS CONSIDERATIONS, MEMORIAL REGULATIONS

9.1

General Access Considerations

9.1.1

For each area officers shall assess access issues and map out on an access plan.
Take account of access required for:
 grave digging;
 funeral access (to the graveside for the funeral party);
 restoration, placement or inscription work on memorials (see below);
 or placement of new memorial (see below);
 re-openings for second or third interments (involving all of the above);
 access for maintenance;
 general visitor access.

9.1.2

Plan for access over time. Prioritise restoration and re-use graves at the back (or in
the centre) of any area first (furthest from the path). Identify access routes in. Graves
with clearly apparent and insurmountable access issues should not proposed as
being taken forward for reuse.

9.2

Access in Full Memorial (Kerbset, Ledger, Tomb) Areas

9.2.1

Develop Method Statements on a grave by grave basis (use Part 4 of Standard
Proforma). Where memorials need to be removed to allow access and burial:
 avoid any displacement of Listed or significant memorials (see above);
 minimise all other displacement (adjacent memorials);
 seek to notify all affected owners of burial and/ or memorial rights: follow
notification procedures under the 1976 Act and/or LACO 1977 as appropriate;
 record memorials photographically before removal for access purposes, or for
burial or restoration;
 where memorials are to be only temporarily displaced, always return memorials
to original location;
 where memorials are to be only temporarily displaced, return memorials in their
original condition, and placed upright and stable to NAMM standards.

9.3

Memorial Types

9.3.1

Memorials on re-used graves will fall under two general categories (see also 15
below):
 Original memorials restored and re-inscribed (with/without modification /adaption
/reversal)
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 New Memorials in accordance with Memorial Regulations (general provisions)
(Modified as appropriate to be in accordance with Churchyard Regulations)
9.3.2

The precise approach for memorialisation of reused graves shall be agreed and
confirmed internally prior to proceeding with reuse in any given area.

9.3.3

Include outline statements on new/replacement/restoration of memorial on the proforma.

10.0

SEARCHES AND NOTIFICATION

10.1

Searches
General Searches

10.1.1

Check all records for owner of graves including transferees of rights (and their
addresses). Save and record all findings using a standard pro-forma.

10.1.2

Where relatives, heirs or other interested parties make themselves known to the
Council further to notices being publicised, their objection or agreement to reuse
shall be clearly recorded. Any person making a claim in respect of Exclusive Right of
Burial will be asked to demonstrate that they own those rights. If and where such a
person asserts ownership of those rights and/or wishes to exercise such rights the
authority requires the original Deed, or a Statutory Declaration (from the claimant’s
Solicitors or by a Commissioner of Oaths).
Responsibility to Maintain

10.1.3

Heirs should be made aware of their responsibilities to maintain memorials and,
where memorial rights have elapsed, shall be offered the opportunity to renew those
rights with appropriate payment. Whichever course of action arises the rights and
responsibilities of the grave owner and/or memorial owner shall be made clear to
any potential claimant.

10.2

Serving of Notices and Cancellation of Rights

10.2.1

Follow the Notice process as set out in summary at Table 2 as required by the 1976
Act and the 2007 Act, and as required by the Consistory Court (in respect of any
Faculty application). Refer to, and use, the Standard Notices (included separately to
this document). Undertake the following:
 Publish Notices in a London-wide newspaper and to purchaser’s addresses
 Display Notices at the cemetery entrance(s) (for private graves)
 Take a photographic record of these Notices in place on the day of installation
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 Use Standard proformas to record the serving of Notices and responses (Part
3).
10.2.2

In addition to the measures above, notices concerning all activities, preparations,
reuse and monument restoration shall be prominently displayed:
 at the entrance(s) to the cemetery;
 close to the site of the work/re-use;
 on the Bereavement Services section of the council website.

10.2.3

Ensure leaflets on reuse policy and detailed proposals are available in the cemetery
office.

Table 2 Summary of Notices 1976 Act, 2007 Act
(requirements where reuse is proposed under the 2007 Act are highlighted in italics)

Before removing any tombstone (memorial) (or before disturbing any human
remains)
a. publish a Notice of the intention to do so once in each of two successive
weeks in a newspaper circulating in Greater London with an interval
between the dates of publication of not less than six clear days;
b. display a similar Notice in a conspicuous position at each of the principal
entrances to the relevant cemetery;
c. serve a Notice thereof upon the registered owner of the right of interment
and on the registered owner of any tombstone affected at their registered
addresses
d. Serve Notices as deemed necessary by and in accordance with Faculty
consent.

Contents of Notices under 1976 and 2007 Acts:
(requirements under the 2007 Act in italics)
(see separate Standard Notices)
a. Include full particulars of the Council's proposals including a specification
of the registered number in respect of which it is proposed that rights of
interment should be extinguished (and if reuse is proposed that human
remains may be disturbed). Stating whether it is proposed that any
memorials should be removed;
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b. Specify the date on which it is intended that the rights should be
extinguished and any memorials removed, (and/ or the date after which
any works to disturb human remains will be undertaken) (and that date
shall not be earlier than 6 months1 after the date of the later of the two
publications, or the date on which Notice is first displayed, or the date on
which Notice is served whichever is the later; and
c. In respect of the reclaiming of rights (under the 1976 Act) the Notice shall
explain that the owner (of any rights of burial and/or a relevant
tombstone) has a right to object and the terms under which an objection
is made, explain that the memorial remains the property of the owner until
6 months after the notification date (after which it becomes the property
of the burial authority (the Council) to restore/reuse as necessary).
Explain compensation may be available if a claim is made within 6
months of cancellation of rights.
d. In respect of the reuse of graves involving disturbance of human remains
under the 2007 Act the Notice shall explain that the owner of any rights of
burial and/or a relevant tombstone, or the relative of any person whose
remains are to be disturbed, has a right to object and that if that objection
is not withdrawn then the burial authority may not exercise its powers
(under the 2007 Act) for a further 25 years.
e. Each Notice shall (in respect of the reuse of graves that will involve
disturbance of human remains under Faculty consent) explain that the
owner of any rights of burial and/or a relevant tombstone, or the relative
of any person whose remains are to be disturbed, has a right to object
and that if that objection is not withdrawn then the burial authority will not
reuse the grave.
1

Statutory minimum - longer periods may be given

Faculty Notices
10.2.4

Faculty Notices shall include information as required by, and in accordance with the
Faculty process and shall be erected and displayed as required by the process.
Faculty Timing

10.2.5

In consecrated areas where it is proposed to cancel rights under the 1976 Act and
disturb remains (lift and deepen) under Faculty, Notices should be served under that
Act. Then the Faculty application should be made only after the initial six months
minimum statutory period has elapsed, and where no objection has been received.
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11.0

DETAILED PROCEDURES: PRIVATE GRAVES

11.1

Approach (Private Graves)

11.1.1 Subject to:


cancelling of rights under the 1976 Act and receipt of a Faculty consenting to
reuse (in consecrated areas), or



cancelling of rights under the 1976 Act and fulfilment of the terms of s74 of the
2007 Act (in un-consecrated areas),
and



further to the expiry of all the relevant notice periods,

Then the processes set out in Figure 11.1, 11.2 are to be followed.

Figure 11.1 Implementation of Re-Use of Private Graves
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Figure 11.2

Implementation of Re-Use of Private Graves by Category
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12.0

DETAILED PROCEDURES: PUBLIC GRAVES

12.1

Approach

12.1.1

Further to receipt of consent (Faculty) from the Consistory Court to progress with
reuse, and further to the expiry of the relevant notice periods, the processes set out
in Figure 12.1 will be followed.
Figure 12.1 Implementation of Reuse of Public Graves

12.2

Layouts: Public Graves

12.2.1

New layouts will be developed so as to complement the historic layout of adjacent
areas of the cemetery. Checking will have been carried out, and layouts designed,
so as not to inadvertently disturb private or CWGC graves within the area, (some of
which may be unmarked).

13.0

REUSE PROTOCOLS

13.1

Reuse Protocols

13.1.1

Reuse protocols will be followed. These address:
a) Ethics Statement;
b) General Reuse Protocol;
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c) Excavation Protocol.

13.1.2

These Protocols shall be periodically reviewed.

Ethics Statement

i

Reuse will only take place in accordance with policies set out in this document and
as permitted by law and /or Faculty as applicable.

ii

No disinterment activity likely to cause distress to members of the public will be
openly on view at any time so far as is reasonably possible;

iii

Only skeletal and coffin material fragments will be disturbed during the process of
reuse, which will in no circumstances include the disturbance of any human
remains that are not fully decomposed nor remains within an intact coffin;

iv

All remains and artefacts encountered in the process of disinterment – including
any potentially valuable items such as jewellery – will be respectfully placed in an
appropriate container prior to re-interment in the designated public grave or the
original private grave;

v

No remains or artefacts will be removed and relocated to any place (other than for
public designated graves as noted above);

vi

Remains and artefacts removed from a grave will not be cremated prior to reinterment;

vii Remains and artefacts will be recorded in terms of depth found and given an
appropriate classification;
viii The process of reuse will be overseen by a senior member of staff from the
Bereavement Services team who has had specific training and is subject to an
appropriate level of supervision. All operatives involved will receive full and
appropriate training.
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General Reuse Protocol
1. All excavations in grave reuse areas will be undertaken with due care and
diligence due to the likelihood of human skeletal remains being disturbed. This
work will be undertaken before the cemetery grounds are open to the public,
although there will be occasions, particularly during busy periods, where work will
need to proceed during normal opening hours. Grave diggers shall maintain
dignity at all times in respect of the disturbance of skeletal remains and the
potential for visitors attending nearby graves being offended. Therefore, work will
cease whilst visitors are in close proximity to the grave being excavated.
2. Any disturbance of human remains shall be logged by the grave digger on the
digging order/papers and a senior officer advised. The details recorded shall
include the depth at which any remains were found (measured from the level of
the adjoining ground).
3. Details of the remains found shall be recorded using a six point scale (full details
set out below). This information will be recorded on the grave digger’s paper:


‘0’ No remains found.



‘1’ Small fragments of skeletal remains found.



‘2’ Significant skeletal remains found.



‘3’ Significant skeletal remains and fragments of coffin found.



‘4’ clearly defined but damaged coffin and significant skeletal remains
found.



‘5’ intact coffin found.



‘6’ remains that are not fully decomposed.

4. Points 5 & 6 on the scale above are shown in red as at these points reuse of the
grave will not proceed and the grave will be back-filled. Any remaining depth may
be used for burial provided the previous coffin / non-decomposed remains are not
disturbed.
5. Any grave artefacts found during the excavation will also be recorded using an
asterisk on the grave digging papers together with a brief description of the item(s)
found. Artefacts that have no value should be treated in the same manner as
those that do, e.g. gold or silver items. Any artefacts found shall be recorded and
reinterred into the grave together with any remains found. This information will fully
recorded.
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Excavation Protocol

Stage One

The grave will be dug by hand or by machine if accessible

to do so. All soil removed to a dumper until the driver/spotter reaches the
depth of the last known interment, or changes to the soil configuration
indicate that burial has taken place. At this point, the dig is called to a halt.
If to be left overnight the grave is very securely protected with locked grave
cover.
Stage Two

Further digging takes place with the grave digger removing

earth by the bucket load onto a grave board. An assessment is made by a
Supervisor as to the condition of the remains and grave with reference to
the General Reuse Protocol. A decision is made as to whether to proceed
with disturbance. Where proceeding, each load or bucket of soil arising is
selected/sifted by hand. The operative discretely places all remains arising
directly into a container, (a sturdy hessian sack or similar) carefully
removing excess soil as work proceeds. At no time do the remains leave the
vicinity of the grave, nor are they left unattended, nor are they made
available to view by the public.
Stage Three

The grave is over-deepened to give space for the remains

encountered. The remains are placed in the over-deepened section of grave
and covered with soil. All sifted soil is added to the dumper, to be returned
to the grave. If the grave is to be left unattended for any period of time it
must be partially (or fully) backfilled and then very securely protected with
locked grave cover or a substantial ledger safely replaced. Interment then
proceeds as would be the case with a re-open.
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14.0

PRE-SALE, PREPARATION AND RESTORATION, AND CUSTODY OF
RESTORED MEMORIALS

14.1

Sale of Graves

14.1.1

All potential purchasers shall be made fully aware that plots are reused graves.

14.1.2

To give certainty that any grave will be available ‘as sold’:


prior to re-selling exclusive rights of burial in a specific brick-lined grave, that
grave shall have already been pre-prepared (including lift and deepen);



prior to re-selling exclusive rights of burial in a specific earthen grave, where the
monument is to be retained and restored, then that grave shall similarly have
already been pre-prepared (including lift and deepen);



exclusive rights of burial may be sold without prior preparation (involving lift and
deepen) but only where rights are offered as one of a selection of earthen
graves (not a specific private grave) (termed an Area Grave) with it being made
clear at the point of sale that in the instance that difficulties in preparation arise,
another equivalent Area Grave would be offered within the same broad location.

14.1.3

Where memorials are to be restored (RRR or similar) and retained on the grave,
terms of agreements, period of agreement and costs for private rights will reflect the
level of commitment and outlay involved in the restoration of those memorials. Exact
terms and costs and maximum period will be subject to periodic review and are
detailed separately.

14.1.4

All purchasers wishing to buy the right to a private grave with pre-existing memorials
where those memorials are assessed as meriting being retained i.e. classification F
(subject to assessment), G or H, shall be made fully aware of:


their responsibilities upon purchase to be the new ‘custodian’, and to restore
and maintain the memorial;



potential costs and limitations associated with opening and accessing the
grave for first and subsequent interments;



the requirement to respect original inscriptions where those are retained on the
monument (usually on reversed monoliths/headstones);



any constraints upon the form of new inscriptions; and



the requirement that all restoration work shall be done through a register of
approved masons maintained separately by the Council and reviewed
annually.
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14.1.5

In areas that were previously public graves, purchasers shall be offered one of a
choice of graves, (an Area Grave) not a specific grave.

15.0

REGULATIONS FOR MEMORIALS

15.1

Regulations: New memorials

15.1.1

Memorial Regulations applying across the cemeteries are separately detailed within
the Cemetery Regulations.

15.1.2

All potential purchasers of graves shall be made aware of the requirement for any
new memorial or inscription to meet the Cemetery Regulations.

16.0

TRAINING

16.1

Training

16.1.1

All staff involved in the reuse process shall be appropriately trained to deal with
reuse and associated memorial work.

17.0

RECORDS AND RECORD KEEPING

17.1

Records of Reuse and Reclamation

17.1.1

Full records of reuse and reclamation shall be kept including:
a) entries shall be made on the original Purchase Register recording that the grave
has been reused or reclaimed.
For private graves all the original data relating to the original person(s) buried
and original owner, and transferees, shall be transferred to the digital cemetery
management system;
b) for private graves all the new details relating to the new person(s) buried and
new owner, and transferees, memorial rights etc. shall be maintained on the
digital cemetery management system and referenced with and made accessible
by the same grave number;
c) recorded entries shall distinguish where reuse (disturbance) as opposed to
reclamation (no disturbance) has been carried out;
d) all Burial Plans shall be clearly marked with a consistent annotation denoting
where graves have been reused or reclaimed (red dot);
e) new Burial Plans with unique numbering will be created for public grave reuse
areas and clearly annotated to show that all new graves therein are reused
graves;
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f)

record-keeping shall thus be in accord with the provisions of sections 9 and 11 of
the Local Authorities Cemeteries Order 1977 (Statutory Instrument No 204)
(‘LACO’).

17.2

Historic Record and Archiving

17.2.1

Records shall be maintained of the original (pre-restoration) condition and
inscriptions of memorials prior to their restoration. These shall be made accessible
through the system.

17.3

Future Record Keeping

17.3.1

The above requirements shall continue to be met (and shall be transferred across to)
any future digital system.
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